
Reply to Queries  

 

Tender No.55(06)2015-Pur/T-71 

Dated  November 26, 2015 

 

2D/3D Seismic Job Services  in the State of West Bengal and Jharkhand  

 

M/s. Results Survey Pvt., Ltd., Chennai 

 

Sl.No. Queries Answers 

 

1) NGRI has made two separate tender 

for 2D / 3D  Seismic  Job  Services  

and  Topo  graphic survey at 

Jharkhand and West Bengal which 

may  lead  to  operational  difficulties  

thus would impact smooth functioning 

thus bidder request  for  an  integrated  

tender  covering both the services. 

Bidder can participate in the both the 

tenders for both Seismic job services and 

Topographical surveys. 

2) Generally in Seismic Contract (mostly 

from PSU),Clients also allow 

technical collaborator or consortium 

route for qualification. This will help 

the newly formed company to qualify. 

In view of this we also request NGRI 

to allow Technical Collaboration / 

Consortium for qualification purpose. 

 

We may allow technical collaboration / 

Consortium as requested by tender in the 

interest of getting competitive quotes as 

during the previous tendering we 

received only one offer. 

 

3) At the time of bidding bidder can 

provide List of Key personnel  only 

and will also confirm that  adequate  

(equipment  and  Vehicles)  as 

per project requirement  would be 

deployed at project site. Please review 

Bidder should provide type and quantity 

of equipment including vehicles and list 

personnel’s qualifications along with 

experience at the time of bidding and 

also confirm the same before execution of 

the work. 

4) As  there  are  many  activities  

involved  post signing of contract and 

before completing the mobilization  

(Testing  of  equipment,  setting up 

base camp, project office, sub-

contracting arrangement for petty 

services, communication  facility  in  

the  field  location etc.)  Thus we 

request NGRI to provision 45 days  

for  Mobilization  from  the  date  of 

signining the contract  

Note: Please also confirm that would 

NGRI handover the equipment at 

designated filed location or we need to 

receive it from NGRI warehouse  and  

then  transport  same  at contractors 

cost), as if successful bidder has to  

transport  the  equipment  then  please 

provide the location of equipment to 

make an assessment  on  time  and  

cost  required  for transporting 

equipment and Vibrators) 

Mobilization time remains unchanged. 

Bidder’s request cannot be accepted. 
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5) Bidder understand that NGRI will also 

accept Fixed Deposite Receipt(FDR) 

towards EMD. Please confirm 

 

The submission of EMD in the form of 

Fixed Deposits (FD) receipt is 

acceptable. The FDR shall be in the 

name of Director, NGRI. 

 

6) Please clarify which all expenses 

NGRI is referring here. 

 

The contract would require that all 

expenditure for execution of contractor 

should be paid by them and they should 

claim payment through their invoice as 

per payment terms of the resulting 

contract. In case of any default on part of 

the contract, in making any payment for 

execution of contract, such payment 

would be paid directly by NGRI being the 

primary contractor and such payment / 

expenditure would be deducted as per 

subject clause provisions.  

 

7) Bidder request that as damage to 

crops, field etc  is  part and parcel of  

Vibrator Seismic Operations thus 

bidder request that any Legitimate 

compensation towards damage, 

compensation cost etc. should be 

reimbursed to contractor. 

Bidder should quote price accordingly 

covering all compensations related 

crop/field etc. There will not be any 

reimbursement towards this item. 

8) As NGRI own these equipment we 

consider - NGRI would be having 

necessary insurance for equipment 

including transit insurance and 

location specific insurance, please 

confirm. - In view of cost of 

equipment like Vibrosis, seismograph, 

etc.,  Provision of replacement 

cost is not acceptable. - In case of 

minor repair of equipment we will  do  

the  necessary  repair  at  the  project 

site itself however if any repair / 

replacement required  in  the  

equipment  which  requires 

manufacturer's  attention,  NGRI  

should  take up issue / send the 

equipment to respective 

manufacturer for resolving the 

problem at its cost for repair of 

equipment - please confirm 

Safety and security of the equipments at 

the field site and base camp would be 

solely Bidder’s responsibility. 
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9) NGRI has to issue form 5 and 6 - 

please confirm. Further to it as 

Seismic Activities would be requiring 

radio frequency for communication in 

field, we consider NGRI would be 

providing adequate VHF Radio Sets 

along with radio frequency license.  

 

NGRI would issue form No.5 & 6 for 

getting labour license, with suitable 

modifications as per NGRI 

requirements/contract terms. 

 

10) Please confirm should we consider 

that our working area at all the 

locations specified in the  tender  are  

out  side  the  limit  of  forest area; If 

not then NGRI will obtain permissions 

for seismic activities (including spread 

layout) in forest areas. 

The proposed survey area does not fall in 

forest area. However, if required, for any 

part of the area, NGRI will provide 

necessary documents to Bidder for 

obtaining permission. 

11) We request NGRI to pursue and 

ensure that Necessary permissions  are  

in  place before start of project 

execution. Crew will stand by if we 

don't get the permission from 

necessary authorities. 

NGRI will provide necessary documents 

to obtain permission from statutory / 

local authorities before execution of the 

work. Bidder must be involved in all the 

affairs to expedite the matter. 

12) Bidder consider as the survey work 

would be different contract thus any 

map preparation would be done by 

Survey Contractor. And if any further 

inputs need to provided by SJS 

contractor then that can be over and 

above the map from Topographic 

Survey contractor. 

NGRI will coordinate with 

Topographical survey and Job services 

teams. Both teams should work as per the 

instructions of the NGRI field party chief. 

13) To  make  realistic  assessment  on  

efforts required  please  provide  some  

of  the  key survey parameter (namely 

Bin Size, SLI, RLI, Aspect  Ratio,  

Active  Channel  in  each line, 

No. of Receiver lines, Line Bearing, 

Foldage requirement etc.) Further to it 

as we have an assessment on average  

shots/  sqkm  bidder  request  that 

schedule of rate should provision for 

payment per accepted shots basis. 

Survey parameters will be finalized after 

completion of the experimental work. 

Tentative field parameters will be 

receiver interval: 10m, Receiver Line 

Interval: 20/40m, Source interval: 

20/40m, Source line interval: 20/40m, 

Total no. of Receiver lines: 8/10 lines per 

shot. Other parameters, if any, will be 

decided by NGRI party chief during the 

field work. Schedule of rate will be per 

each accepted active channel per shot 

only.  

14) Each day manpower  deployment List 

is unrealistic and can not be provided. 

However if  required  then  monthly  

operational  report providing    

relevant    statistics    may    be 

provisioned. 

1) List and names of responsible  

representatives with whom NGRI will  

coordinate should be given. 

2) The listed representatives should 

provide Daily Programme Report  
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15) As Seismic Equipment would be lying 

in field and  would  be  directly  

exposed  to  sunlight thus  bidder  

request fore review  of the said clause 

however if successful bidder commits 

that  equipment safety would be  

utmost concern while executing the 

project 

Bidder should make necessary 

arrangements to protect instruments 

being used in the field from direct sun 

light and rain as required. 

16) Bidder  request  confirmation  on 

number of NGRI/ CMPDI persons to 

be considered while provisioning  for  

stay and other  logistics for client 

representatives. 

No. of CMPDI officials will not be more 

than four at any given time during the 

field work. This will be intimated as and 

when required. 

17) Under schedule of rate the 

Mobilization and  Demobilization  

charges  are  asked  in  same line item. 

As Mob happens in the beginning and 

De-mob happens at end of the project, 

we request NGRI to break this into 

two line item, hence payment can be 

paid accordingly at the completion of 

Mob and De-mob  

Mobilization and Demobilization can be 

quoted separately. 

18) Bidder request to provision  standby 

and force Majeure in Schedule of rate  

No provision for standby charges and 

Force Majeure  
 

 

TPC may please see for recommendations  
 

 


